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The Breed Improvement Committee met via conference call on June 24, 2020. The meeting was called to 
order by Chair Mary Creek at 8:05 p.m. Participants included Mary Creek, Tom Gillette, Dave Kendall, 
Dale Maulfair, Don Gable, Linda Hanson, Jess Peter, Mark Valentine, Tom Wolf, Tim Busch, Ashley 
Swenson, Margaret Hazeltine and Executive Secretary Becky Payne. 
 
A motion was made, seconded and passed to approve the minutes of the December 7, 2019 meeting. 
 
Becky Payne gave a quick update on office activity. 
 
The committee identified the goal of getting more data reported a year ago. We have made some 
progress, although we don’t have any established benchmarks to date. Donna Mertz did a series of posts 
on Facebook earlier in the year highlighting the goals we have and educating breeders on submitting 
their own data through DHI. Donna will repost some of this information over the summer as a refresher. 
The ABA has a form for breeders who are not inputting their own information to present to DHI 
technicians. Becky will contact the Council on Dairy Cattle Breeding (CDCB) to get information showing 
our progress. 
 
Genomics data was reviewed. Jess reviewed a report from the CDCB showing that the Ayrshire 
reference population shows genomics for 780 proven sires, 420 cows and 5,277 heifers. There was 
discussion on working with AI companies to test young bulls. Becky informed the committee that in 
addition to Neogen, alternative companies do contribute data to the CDCB. The ABA will encourage 
testing with Neogen and ST because other member countries of the World Ayrshire Federation work 
with those companies as well. We’re working hard to gain more genomics around the world. 
 
At the December meeting, we had a great discussion and question/answer time on interpreting genomic 
results. To continue this educational process, we will have a zoom conference on this later in the 
summer. 
 
Mary Creek shared with the committee that the board will be evaluating ways to increase registration 
and transfer numbers this summer. Becky reviewed an idea for a catch-up program that the board will 
consider for members to catch up at the lowest rate for a specific time period. Mary asked for 
discussion, and comments included: 

- People are behind because of low milk prices 
- With no spring sales and spring shows, there was nothing creating urgency 
- It’s a reflection of the current economic times 
- Where is the value in a registration? What do I get back? 
- There was a dispersal in NY a couple of weeks ago & the Ayrshires out-sold the Holsteins 
- The Holstein Association had a coupon where members could get 10 free registrations 

 
A motion was made, seconded and passed to support the short-term catch up program the ABA Board 
of Directors is considering. 
 



There was discussion on the April base change for genetic evaluations. Jess Peter shared that the biggest 
change she saw was DPR value. 
 
Concerns were brought forward on haplotypes and how the breed is addressing them. The ABA has a 
report with this information, and we need to be sure breeders understand how to make wise breeding 
decisions with the information. There was discussion on how and why some AI companies are releasing 
new young sires that are carriers. It was decided that the ABA should develop a policy to present to the 
AI companies of our expectations. A sub committee will be formed to develop a policy for the 
committee to consider prior to presenting for ABA board approval. Jess Peter and Becky Payne are 
working on an article on this topic to be published in The Angle. 
 
There was great discussion on helping AI find good young bulls for consideration. Thoughts included: 

- The testing process is so quick that breeders wouldn’t have to hold onto bull calves very 
long to know if there was AI interest 

- Could we encourage AI to work on mating cows of interest 
- Jess Peter & Dave Kendall expressed interest in getting sortable lists from the ABA to assist 

in identifying new genetics 
- Becky suggested that we start a promotion encouraging breeders to report bull calves born 

to the ABA within a week. The office could then send a spreadsheet to AI reps. It would be 
one way for the committee to have an idea how many bulls were presented. 

 
Mary Creek brought up that it would be helpful to have an educational session doing something about 
proper promotion on social media. We need to keep a positive image and make our breeders 
understand we’re selling our brand. 
 
Mary also reported on the World Ayrshire Conference which was held in Australia in January. She 
explained that the office did a great promotion on US Ayrshire activities and genetics. The biggest 
project we’re working on is genomics and data reporting. We want to blend the data between countries 
to increase reliability. Linda Hanson commented that she felt attendees were all very interested in what 
US breeders have to sell. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 9:05 p.m. 
 
 


